K & H DISTRIBUTING
11684 COUNTY ROAD 42, R.R. #2 TECUMSEH, ONTARIO N8N 2M1
PHONE: 519-979-2471 FAX: 519-979-2813 TOLL FREE: 1-800-390-3563
EMAIL: sales@khfireworks.ca
www.khfireworks.ca
ITEM
007
10 BALL RAINBOW CANDLE
100 SHOT MISSILE BATTERY
100 SHOTS PERSEIDS
13 BALL ROMAN CANDLE
25 SHOT MISSILE BATTERY
35 SHOTS - Z & FAN RAID
5 BALL ROMAN CANDLE
50 SHOT MISSILE BATTERY
70 SHOT CRACKLING BARRAGE
91 SHOT KALEIDOSCOPE
ACE OF SPADES
ACT OF VALOR [ ANGLED ]
AFRICAN LION
AFTERBURNER
AFTERMATH *
AIR BOMB
ALL BLUE*
ALL CANADIAN
ALL DRESSED
ALL PINK*
AMAZING PARTY
ANNIHILATOR
APOCALYPSE
ARES *
ARMAGEDDON
ASTEROIDS
ATHENA *
ATOMIC ACTION
ATOMIC BANG *
ATOMIC BOMB
BABY BOOMERS
BALLISTIC
BARREL OF MONKEYS
BATTLESHIP
BEDAZZLED
BIG BLITZ
BIG BUBBA
BIRD OF PARADSE
BLISTERING CACTUS
BLUE BAYOU
BLUE FLYING FISH
BLUE HAWAII
BLUE RING / STROBING PISTIL
BODY SLAM *
BOMB BAGS
BOMBER
BULL'S EYE
BURNING OUTHOUSE
BURNING SCHOOLHOUSE
CAKE FOUNTAIN (2PC. PK)
CANADA 150TH
CANADIAN DUST
CANADIAN PARACHUTE BATTALION

CANADIAN SALUTE
CDC-9292
CDC-9595
CDC-9797
CDC-9898
CELEBRATE
CHERRY BASKET
CHERRY BOMB
CHERRY BOMB BOX
CHINOOK
CLOTH SIGN 28" X 69"
COBALT COMETS
COLOUR BLITZ
COLOUR PEONY
COLT 45
COMET STRIKE
COMPETITION KILLER
COSMIC RAIN
COWBOY

PRICE
$58.00
$2.25
$24.50
$35.00
$2.70
$7.00
$66.00
$1.70
$13.50
$23.25
$27.00
$46.00
$53.50
$6.60
$35.00
$52.00
$1.75
$42.00
$14.00
$31.50
$42.00
$72.00
$48.00
$70.00
$70.00
$169.00
$7.00
$90.00
$42.00
$40.00
$11.25
$20.00
$42.00
$72.00
$80.00
$11.00
$48.00
$23.25
$11.00
$15.00
$27.00
$7.00
$36.00
$14.00
$59.00
$0.85
$46.50
$8.10
$5.00
$5.75
$3.25
$325.00
$15.00
$65.00
$20.00
$62.00
$45.00
$49.00
$49.00
$7.00
$15.00
$1.85
$64.00
$40.00
$20.00
$6.50
$15.00
$6.00
$10.00
$30.00
$325.00
$3.50
$33.50

2018 FIREWORKS DESCRIPTION SHEET
36 shots of large brocade crowns with crackling stars
10 multi-coloured stars to 15 meters
100 shot cake, darting silver tailed whistle missiles
Red, green and crackling comets
13 shots of multi-colour balls
25 shot cake, darting silver tailed, whistle missiles
35 shots, (7 rows) each row fires a different effect (tails, rain, crackle, whistles, strobing)
5 multi-coloured stars to 15 meters
50 shot cake, darting silver tailed whistle missiles
70 crackling stars with tails to 25 meters
91 blue, yellow, green & red to 20 meters
23 shot, spade shaped cake, willow, red stars, orange tails, crackling, coconut trees, bursts
red, green, blue and crackling tails bursts into timed rain
6 green to silver screeching stars
105 stars, red, green, blye, yellow, crackling with whistles and reports

ITEM
CRACKLE JACKS (6/PK)
CRACKLE POWER
CRACKLING CASCADE
CRACKLING COSMOS
CRACKLING DRAGON
CRACKLING ROSE
CRACKLING THUNDER
CRAZY CANUCK
CRAZY CRACKLERS (3PK)
CRAZY CYCLONE
CRAZY EIGHTS
CRAZY GHOST
CROWD PLEASER
DARK ANGEL
DEAD RINGER *
Timed rain; Red and Purple stars with siilver glittering stars; Red, green and blue stars with green glittering stars; Whistles; Brocade crown with crackling stars.DEVIL'S OWN
loud aerial detonation
DEVIL'S SPAWN
29 shots of all blue tails bursting to blue stars
DFC-1201
huge red & white floral burst
DFC-1202
Green, purple, blue, silver and red tails bursting to silver palm pistils and matching coloured stars
DFC-1203
29 shots of all pink tails bursting to pink stars
DFC-1204
46 shots, silver glitter w/ blue & crackling & red & green peonies
DFC-9019
25 shots - 15 shots of silver spinning with crackling stars. 10 shots of red, green and blue spinning bees.
DIABLO BARRAGE
pre-selected assortment pack
DO OR DIE
pre-selected assortment pack
DREAM CATCHER
pre-selected assortment pack
DYNAMITE DEVASTATION
35 shots of crackling comets
ELECTRIC FIRE
pre-selected assortment pack
ELECTRIC RAINBOW
25 shots, colour/effect tails to glittering, colour peonies, colour bursts (red, blue, yellow, purple, silver)
ERUPTION *
pre-selected assortment pack
EXTREME MADNESS
red, white & blue eruption with crackle
FACEBOMB
9 shot cake, green tails to coloured crackling peony bursts
FALLING FRENZY
62 powerful shots of large red, green, yellow, blue, white and crackling stars
FANTASMIC
34 shot cake, gold willows/silver tails, flash willow/silver tails, red burst/willows/tails, 17 silver comets
FART BOMBS
33 shot cake, coloured tails/bursts, flashes/tails, brocade crown/tails
FIGHTING FISH *
lemon / orange / white chrysanthemums, crackling stars, red / green / white chrysanthemums / crackling
FIRE AND ICE *
cake, 17 shots brocade crown/red stars crackling tails/crackle stars/tails, 15 (at once) red to crackle
FORTUNE TELLER
shoots 25 whistles & bursting flowers
FOUNTAIN 3 PACK
Giant peony - peach-red, sea-blue, lemon-yellow
GALAXY
triple effect fountain; pink flame/silver snaps/gold stars, green/yellow/gold stars/green bouquet,
GATLING GUN
16 shot cake – red tails/blue peony with kamura, blue peonies & crackling
GLADIATOR
blue star burst with silver fish to 35 meters
GLITTERING BROCADE
25 shots of large sea blue palm trees
GLOW NECKLACES (50 / TUBE)
blue ring with a silver crackling pistil to 25m
GLOW STICKS 6"
pre-selected assortment pack
GO GETTERS
produces a non pyrotechnic bang
GOLD PALM
36 large red, blue and green peonies with loud crackling
GOLDEN EYE
8 stars bursting into silver fish to 25 meters
GOLDEN NUGGET
burning house w/shower sparks/whistle
GOLDEN RAIN WILLOW
multi-coloured fountain w/gold sparks
GOLDEN WILLOW TO BLUE *
flame with crackling gold sparks
GOLDEN WILLOW TO RED *
pre-selected assortment pack
GRAPE SODA
barrage of 30 red and white stars
GRAVE DIGGER
day time use, 36 shots of canadian flag parachutes to 30meters
GREAT WHITE NORTH *
9 shot cake, alternating red tails to red chrysanthemum & silver tail to silver chrysanthemum
GREEN FLYING FISH
Red tails bursting to red and blue stars, crackling chrysanthemum, purple and green stars, green and yellow stars; Loud whistles
GREEN PEONY
Red, purple and green tails, burst to crackling stars
GRIM REAPER
25 Shots—Red, green, purple, yellow to multi-colour stars. 5 Shot finale of multi-colour tails and breaks
HARD CORE
25 Shots. Red, green, blue, lemon, purple tails to gold palm. 5 shot finale of gold palms.
HEAVEN'S GATE
day time shell of coloured streamers
HELL BREAKS LOOSE
barrage of 30 bright red stars
HELL'S GATE
silver tail to titanium bang to 20 meters
HIGH ROLLER
pre-selected assortment pack
HOT TAMALI
Gold tracers bursting to gold willow and red or white glitter.
HUMMER (5PK)
fireworks sign
ICE STORM
8 shot, sea blue comets
ILLUMINATION
barrage of 30 coloured stars
JACK OF CLUBS
multi-coloured peony burst
JOKER
30 stars - silver, gold and crackling comets with 3 reports
JUMPING JACKS (6/PK)
16 shots, - 12 shots of red, green, purple and crackling comets, 4 shots of exploding crackling stars.
K & H FOUNTAIN FUN PACK
pre-selected assortment pack
KABOOM
yellow tail to crackling peony burst
KAMIKAZE
16 shots of large red, blue and green peonies with white strobes and colourful tails
KHEOPS *

PRICE
$2.10
$3.50
$20.00
$26.00
$3.50
$45.00
$2.40
$19.75
$10.00
$74.00
$56.00
$69.75
$62.00
$54.50
$48.00
$300.00
$200.00
$54.00
$57.00
$57.00
$54.00
$68.00
$42.00
$48.75
$4.75
$48.00
$22.00
$3.50
$50.00
$72.00
$26.25
$20.00
$8.00
$1.00
$75.00
$31.00
$58.00
$9.00
$48.00
$41.75
$37.50
$82.25
$50.00
$1.30
$70.00
$40.00
$4.75
$58.00
$14.00
$6.00
$6.00
$9.25
$23.25
$32.50
$7.00
$6.00
$73.00
$43.00
$8.25
$46.50
$29.00
$29.00
$5.25
$4.00
$31.50
$20.00
$46.00
$81.25
$3.50
$17.00
$250.00
$42.00
$35.00

2018 FIREWORKS DESCRIPTION SHEET
colour changing ground spinner, ends with crackle effect
crackling tail to a crackling peony burst
9 shot cake, crackling tails to crackling peony bursts
7 shot cake- 6 pink & green mines/crackling bursts, 1 crackle mine red/green peony
large streaking, crackling comet
72 huge shots of large silver, pink and crackling stars
aerial detonation with crackling
Whistiling comets, red or green tails bursting to colourful spinning bees, strobing stars, time rain, coloured stars and crackling stars
Emits crackling stars up to 2 minutes.
80 shot cake,33 gold tails,27 crackling tails 20 silver/red tails, 6 blue stars/silver fish, 6 crackle bursts
42 shot cake, silver flashing, crackling, green, brocade, blue stars
42 shots of alternating effects of multi-coloured floral bursts with silver floating ghosts at 35m
24 shot cake, large chrysanthemum bursts with red tails
35 shot cake, colour change tails to crackling, silver whistle, strobe
Mine of timed rain burst to red tail to timed rain.
pre-selected assortment pack
pre-selected assortment pack
24 shots of large red, blue and green peonies with white strobes and colourful tails
24 shots of large chrysanthemum flowers
24 large crackling willows
24 shots of large red strobing stars
36 mixed shots of red, green and yellow tails to red and white strobes, purple and green strobes and yellow crackling peonies.
56 white strobe, multicolour and crackling star bursts
60 shot cake, red, green, lemon and purple comets
rising red tail to a burst of white strobe, red and blue stars.
cake, 17 shots of silver & crackling bursts, 15 shots (all at once) red to crackling stars
barrage of 48 red to crackling stars
green tail to a coloured crackling burst
pre-selected assortment pack
36 shots, yellow tails/red & blue peony, red tails/brocade, green tails/crackling peonies
25 shots of red and green palns
9 shots of falling red & green leaves with blue pistils
36 shot alternating red/green stars
loud bang with offensive odour
Silver fish with red, green, purple and crackling stars and crackling comet.
15 Shots—Multicolour tails bursting to large willows and multicoloured stars
36 shots of purple and white strobing peonies
assortment of 3 fountains; sun fountain, snow cone & sapphire sparkle
49 coloured tails to coloured crackling bursts
multi-colour crackling glitter tracers ending with colourful exploding starbursts
16 shots of chrysanthemum flowers
30 shots brocade crowns, mines and gold strobes
tube of 50 - emits an eerie glow in the dark - inquire for colours
emits an eerie glow in the dark - inquire for colours
100 shot cake; 10 red whirl/10 crackling/30 red whirl/30green whirl/20 red whirl/20 blue whirl
25 tails to coloured bursts & gold palms
shell, golden wave to gold crown
16 coloured stars to brocade crowns
huge golden willow at 25 meters
golden willow burst to blue stars to 25 meters
golden willow burst to red stars to 25 meters
rising green tails that burst to green stars and timed rain. rising green tail burst to purple stars and timed rain.
silver fountain follow multi-colour shots timed rain
Gold tail burst to red palm with white strobing stars.
green star burst w/silver fish to 35 meters
green tail to green burst/bang to 25 meter
36 shot cake, spinning bees to red, green, yellow, silver, purple palm trees
blue tail bursts to blue, red and blue, blue with brocade crown and blue with time rain
shell, rising purple to purple wave
35 shots of silver whistles to red, blue & green, green tail to buzzing & spiral silver tails to blue, green orange & purple at 50m
red, green and purple tails to red, green and purple glitter stars
pre-selected assortment pack
10 shots of crackling stars
whistling fountains
silver comet tails to silver coconut trees.
blue / gold pine, silver crackling / yellow / side sprays, silver / blue / red stars
24 shot, club shaped cake, coloured coconut trees, peonies to crackling tails
60 shot cake, red, green, yellow & blue hummers
pack of 6 large, colourful, ground spinners
pre-selected assortment pack
pre-selected assortment pack
shoots to 25 meters a barrage of loud silver crackling stars and silver spinning bees
red, green, blue and purple tails bursting to coloured stars with timed rain, brocade crown with crackling.

K & H DISTRIBUTING
11684 COUNTY ROAD 42, R.R. #2 TECUMSEH, ONTARIO N8N 2M1
PHONE: 519-979-2471 FAX: 519-979-2813 TOLL FREE: 1-800-390-3563
EMAIL: sales@khfireworks.ca
www.khfireworks.ca
ITEM
KING OF DIAMONDS
KINGPIN
LADY BUG
LAND MINE
LARGE ROCKET FOUNTAIN
LICENSED TO THRILL *
LIGHT THE NIGHT
LOCK DOWN
MAGIC SPARKLE CONE
MAGNUM BOMBARD
MAPLE MADNESS
MARS *
MEAN STREAK
MENACE
MERLIN'S MAGIC
METEOR SHOWER *
METEORS
MINI MENACE
MUSICAL BIRTHDAY CANDLE
MYSTICAL FIRE / CAMPFIRE FX
NANO GYRO
NIGHT CAT (Cat shaped!)
NIGHT CREEPER
NIGHT RAGE
NIGHTMARE (CAKE)
NO MAN'S LAND
NOISE ASSORTMENT
NORTHERN LIGHTS *
NOT BOTTLE ROCKETS (12/PK)
OOT AND ABOOT
PANDEMONIUM
PARADOX
PARATROOPER
PAY DAY
PELE *
PIRANHA
PIRATE
PIRATES BOUNTY
POWDER KEG FOUNTAIN
POWERHOUSE 6-PACK
POWERHOUSE AMMO CRATE
PROUDLY CANADIAN *
PUBLICITY KIT
PUNKS/IGNITERS (50/PK)
PURPLE FLYING FISH
PURPLE WITH GREEN GLITTER *
PYRO PACK
QUEEN OF HEARTS
RADICAL
RAINBOW MINE / CRACKERS
RAINBOW MINE / WHISTLES
RED FLYING FISH
RED PEONY
ROAD RAGE
ROBOCAPTAIN *
ROBODROID *
ROBOMASTER *
ROBOPANTHER *
ROBOSPIDER *
ROBOWARRIOR *
ROWDY RUBY
ROYAL BROCADE
SAMURAI
SCORPION STING
SCREAMING BANSHEE
SCREAMING PHANTOM
SCREECH OWL
SHAZAM
SHIMMERING SENSATION
SHORT CIRCUIT
SHOW IN A BOX [BLUE]
SHOW IN A BOX [GREEN]
SHOW IN A BOX [RED]

PRICE
$46.00
$26.75
$7.00
$37.00
$4.00
$68.00
$23.25
$33.75
$6.00
$8.10
$16.50
$80.00
$67.00
$51.00
$20.00
$120.00
$7.00
$9.45
$10.00
$2.00
$30.00
$21.50
$45.00
$4.75
$50.00
$58.00
$7.25
$35.00
$4.00
$42.00
$53.00
$8.25
$7.00
$15.00
$100.00
$38.50
$33.50
$75.50
$5.25
$120.00
$675.00
$144.00
$0.00
$1.00
$7.00
$6.00
$39.00
$46.00
$6.50
$6.05
$6.05
$7.00
$6.00
$53.50
$50.00
$45.00
$60.00
$55.00
$55.00
$60.00
$14.00
$32.50
$40.00
$55.75
$6.60
$20.00
$1.40
$27.00
$37.00
$39.50
$69.00
$65.00
$80.00

2018 FIREWORKS DESCRIPTION SHEET
25 shot, diamond shaped cake, crackling, coloured peonies, coloured tails, brocade crown
16 shots of silver spinners w/red & green stars
red & green mines w/ crackling comets to 15m
25 shots, 15 silver chrysanthemums crackling bouquet - blue/red. 10 silver chrysanthemums bouquet - purple/green.
fountain - silver, glittering w/crackling stars
36 Shots of large brocade crown with crackling stars
16 shots, silver comets to red stars with white strobes, blue stars with white strobes and purple stars with white strobes.
red, green tail bursts to pink, lemon and blue with crackling
large blue & silver, crackling fountain
8 stars bursting to coloured flowers
Red tails burst into white strobe, willow and red stars. Green tail burst into white strobe, willow and green stars
pre-selected assortment pack
36 large coloured, flashing, crackling peonies
25 shot cake, 5 x 5 of gold tails to bursting, spreading crackling chrysanthemums
9 shot cake, yellow tails to crackling peony bursts
pre-selected assortment pack
35 multi-colour rising, bursting comets
7 Shots - large silver strobing stars and silver timed rain
large flower that starts with a small fountain then opens to small lit candles playing happy birthday
adds colours open campfires
Silver whirls, whistles, blue & red tracers bursting to blue and red crackle
cat shaped fountain with red eyes, multi effects, whistle
84 powerful shots of purple stars, gold comets and crackling stars
shell, red tail to red coconut strobe
25 Shot, screeching spinners to bursts of golden rain with red, blue, green, midnight snow and crackling stars.
red, green, blue, purple, and silver crackling mines with a barrage of silver bees to 25m
original air bomb, super sonic bang, cherry bomb, crackling bomb
charcoal tail to golden willow with white/green glitters, red, green, brocade and time rain comet.
single stage sky rocket with loud report
Rising red, green, blue crackling and whistling comets. Silver tail burst to purple or green and crackling stars. Finale of gold chrysanthemums

27 shot cake, silver to red, silver to green, large colour burst to brocade, 4 shot mini finale
shell, rising green tail to green glitter
day time shell plastic solider on parachute
golden spray with red stars and large crackling stars
pre-selected assortment pack
25 shot cake - of coloured bursts and flying fish
16 Shots - Large red strobing stars
angle cake, willows & crackling comets and florals
large multi effect fountain, specialty shaped, red, purple, orange, coloured stars crackling
pre-selected assortment pack
pre-selected assortment pack
pre-selected assortment pack
signage package for retailers. quanties limited.
scentless incense sticks for lighting fireworks, large bundle of 50
purple burst to silver flying fish to 35 meters
burst into purple stars with green glitter
pre-selected assortment pack
26 shot, heart shaped cake, flash, bursts, tails, peonies/chrysanthemums, brocade crown
8 shots of large silver streaking comets
multi-coloured star mine with firecrackers
multi-coloured mine with whistles to 15 meters
red burst to silver flying fish to 35 meters
red tail to red burst/bang to 25 meter
gold tails to willow w/ blue, silver tail to blue star/silver fish, gold tail to yellow/green/crackling, blue star/green fish, chrysan. break
30 mixed shots of colourful tails to golden willows, crackling, green strobes and blue stars.
25 mixed shots of coloured tails to brocade wave red, green and blue stars
28 mixed shots of golden tails to brocade crown with white, green and golden strobing pistils and crackling brocade crown.
24 shots of green strobing horsetails
24 shots of white strobing horsetails
29 mixed shots of colourful and crackling tails to chrysanthemums, silver coconut and green strobes, brocade crowns and blue bombettes

huge red to crackling floral burst
gold tail bursts to brocade crown to red, green and blue
16 shots of red tail to silver spinning flowers
25 shot cake, silver snakes, coloured stars, large colour bursts, white strobe 25 meters
6 screaming ghosts to 15 meters
12 shots of shrieking whistles with spinning tails
whistling silver comet to 20 meters
16 shot cake - white tails/red stars + white glitter peony, green tails/green stars
19 shot – yellow/tails/yellow & green peonies, green tails/green & crackling peonies, red tails/red & white glitter peonies
30 red, green, blue & yellow comets that zig-zag and whistle across the sky to 30m
Seablue, orange, red, green and crackling comets, Red tails to large red stars, white tails to large white stars. Green tails to brocade.
27 Shots—Red tails to large red stars, white tails to large white stars. Green tails to brocade stars. Silver spinning tails
38 Shots—Yellow to yellow and green peony, Green to green and crackle, red tail to red and white glitter. Silver tails to red, green or yellow palms

ITEM
SHOW IN A BOX [YELLOW]
SILVER BEES
SILVER PALM TREE
SILVER SHRAPNEL
SIZZLING SUNRISE
SKY JUMPER
SKY ROCKET-3 STAGE(12/ PK)
SKY STORM
SMOKIN'
SOLAR POWER
SPARKLERS # 8 GOLD 20cm. 10/PK
SPARKLERS #10 GOLD 26cm. 10/PK
SPARKLERS #14 GOLD 36cm. 8/PK
SPARKLERS #28 GOLD 70cm. 8/PK
SPARKLING RAINBOW
SPINNING RAGE
SPRING FLING
STAR GUN
STROBE LIGHT (3/BAG)
STROBING THUNDER
SUN SHOWER WHEEL
SUNRISE CONE
SUPERHERO *
SUPERNOVA *
SUPERSTAR
SWIRL 'N TWIRL WHEEL
SWIRLING PINWHEEL
TASMANIAN DEVIL (6/PK)
TEMPER TANTRUM
THE BEAST
THE CRUSADER
THE DETONATOR
THE GLORY
THE MIGHTY *
THE PROUD
THE STRONG
THE TWO-FOUR
THUNDER KING
TRANSFORMATION CANDLE
TRIBUTE
TRICKSTER *
UFO (UFO shaped!)
ULTIMATE FINALE
VALENTINE'S KISS
VENOM
VICIOUS CIRCLE
VICTORY TORCH
VINYL SIGN 2' X 10'
VINYL SIGN 32" X 240"
VORTEX
VULCAN 70 SHOT
WEEKEND WARRIOR
WEEPING WILLOW
WEREWOLF
WHIRLY BIRD
WHISKEY TANGO
WHISTLE BOMB
WICKED
WICKED WILLOWS
WICKED WITCH
WILD HEART
WILDCAT
WILDFIRE
WINTER STORM CONE
WIZARD *
WOLVERINE
WONDER WAVE
YOU PYRO
Z FISH CAKE
ZEUS *
ZOMBIE [R]
#TAG

PRICE
$65.00
$8.10
$6.00
$7.00
$58.00
$7.00
$5.50
$4.25
$37.00
$10.50
$0.90
$1.40
$2.60
$6.40
$11.00
$20.00
$11.00
$37.00
$2.75
$48.00
$1.25
$6.00
$30.00
$90.00
$2.30
$5.25
$20.00
$2.10
$69.00
$85.00
$32.00
$90.00
$38.00
$23.25
$50.00
$54.00
$33.00
$1.85
$3.50
$3.50
$51.00
$16.00
$72.00
$11.00
$25.00
$73.00
$26.00
$20.00
$50.00
$53.00
$22.00
$350.00
$14.00
$26.25
$29.00
$33.75
$2.65
$9.50
$58.00
$69.75
$41.75
$24.00
$52.00
$6.00
$27.00
$35.00
$32.00
$31.00
$56.00
$150.00
$35.00
$54.00

2018 FIREWORKS DESCRIPTION SHEET
27 Shots—Silver spinning to red and green stars or red and white strobe. Crackling tail to crackle peony. Silver spinning tails.
8 stars to silver spinning whirlwinds to 25 meters
silver palm tree
crackling burst with swimming fish
36 shot cake – blue, pink, orange bursts with crackling stars
day time shell with 1 canadian flag and 9 parachutes
3 stage sky rocket with loud report
10 shots of crackling comets
20 shots, various colour tail bursts to coloured crackling peonies (red, pink, green, yellow, blue, silver)
red crackling peony burst with orange mine base
8 inch, gold, 20 cm. 10/sleeve
10 inch, gold, 26 cm. 10/sleeve
14 inch, gold, 36 cm. 8/sleeve
28 inch, gold, 70 cm. 8/sleeve
barrage of 25 coloured stars
9 shots - 4 shots of silver spinning to red and green stars. 5 shots of red tail to white flash stars with blue stars.
Green and orange with a crackle finish
25 shots, 10 silver flash bouquet - red stars. 10 red flash bouquet - green stars, 5 crackling flash bouquet - blue stars.
red, orange & green lights that flash
25 shots, 15 shots of red plum blossom with red tail, 10 shots of white flash stars with silver tail.
green/red/silver pinwheel
large gold spraying fountain
pre-selected assortment pack
pre-selected assortment pack
shower of green and gold sparks
emits shower of sparks
9 shots of silver spinning.
pack of 6 colourful ground spinners
26 shot cake, huge red peonies with tails and willows
49 large coloured peonies w/crackling, flashing & tails
36 Shots—Purple, white and crackling flowers
100 Shots - Red tails to silver chrysanthemums
Blue tail burst to crackling chrysanthemums.
15 Shots—Red or green tail bursting to red or green stars. Silver tail to chrysanthemum mine, burst of gold willow and crackle.
28 Shots—Gold tails bursting to brocade crown with white strobe, green strobe, gold strobe and crackling
36 Shots—Red tails bursting to red stars and white strobe. Green tail to purple and green strobe. Blue tail to time rain and yellow stars
24 Shots—Crackling tails bursting to crackling willow with red, green or blue stars.
large bang with silver flash
10 shot, colour changing, red to green stars
rising green tail that bursts to green glittering stars
Red tail burst to red wave; Green tail burst to green wave; Blue tail burst to titanium chrysanthemum.
multi effect fountain, flowers, snow pine, multi-colour silk chrysanthemums, multi-colour stars
36 shots, silver glitter/red peony, crackling comets/crackling peony, silver comet/red & crackle peony
Red and silver ring with crackle finish
crackle tracers to bursts of purple, orange, sea blue and crackle stars
rapid fire cake, comets, crackling rain, florals, whistling comet to loud detonation
72 shots, sea blue, orange, red, green & crackling comets
fireworks sign
fireworks sign
39 shot cake, crackling rain, green, fan shots red and green, brocade
70 shots of multi-colour
pre-selected assortment pack
pink centre burst with large gold willow
19 Shots - Large silver whistles
30 green stars that turn into spinning whistles
crackling tail bursts into blue, red, green, yellow and multi-colour crackling
loud whistle with tail to loud detonation
48 shots. red, green, yellow, crackle
25 colourful bursts with willows and crackling
60 shots red/white falling leaves to crackling chrys
multi shot of red tails that burst into silver chrysanthemums
Crackle mine with red, green, yellow and blue tracers to matching wave and crackling stars
25 shots mix of silver whirls tails to red crackling, green crackling and blue crackling peonies
large silver spraying fountain
7 shots to a height of 40 meters brocade tail to bracade crown with green glitter, brocade tail to bracade crown with white glitter
16 shots of large red, blue and green peonies with crackling stars and colourful tails
16 shot fan cake – 4 lines, large crackling comets, flittering comets, blue tail to blue crackle burst, purple crackle bursts
21 shots of mixed effects with strobing stars, silver spinners and large crackling flowers.
30 shots, (6 rows) each row, colour tails to silver fish to colour stars (red, blue, green, purple, crackle, lemon)
pre-selected assortment pack
25 shots of mixed effects, silver whirls, whistles, silver fish, red peony and crackling stars with colourful tails
36 shots of mixed red, green, silver, blue and whistling tails to purple crackling, green crackling and chrysanthemum crackling peonies

